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SilenX iXtrema IXC-92HA2
Silent Copper Heatpipe
Cooler

Special Price

$24.95 was
$36.95
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Short Description
Our customers asked us to make the highest performance heatsink possible. We not only did that, but we
managed to do it at the lowest noise levels as well! Introducing the IXC-92HA2, the IXC-120HA2's little brother.

Description
Our customers asked us to make the highest performance heatsink possible. We not only did that, but we
managed to do it at the lowest noise levels as well! Introducing the IXC-92HA2, the IXC-120HA2's little brother.
With a thermal resistance of 0.12°C/W, we're talking 375 watts of heat dissipation at room temperature! The
heatpipes are enormous 8mm ones that have twice the heat capacity of the smaller 6mm units on our
competitors. We won't kid around by multiplying the number of heatpipes by two as our competitors seem to
do, no need to do that when we embarrass their products on the benchmarks! And to achieve that with lower
mass, you won't need to fiddle around with the mess of exotic watercooling. Installation couldn't be simpler,
no need to remove the motherboard, just snap in and latch the levers, someone with no computer
background can mount it in a minute or two tops. Includes a fan controller for precise manual control over
the fan noise.

Specifications
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sku

IXC-92HA2

rated dba

9-24

dimensions

102.4 x 88.2 x 124.8mm

base material

Copper Heatpipes, Aluminum Plates

ﬁn material

Aluminum Fins

ﬁn surface area

5000cm²

weight

445g

rpm

1000-2000

cfm

20-55

current draw

0.16-0.30A

power consumption

1.92-3.60w

bearings

FDB, ﬂuid dynamic bearings

cpu compatibility

Socket 754, LGA775, 939, 940, AM2
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Additional Information
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Brand

SilenX

SKU

IXC-92HA2-D

Weight

3.0000

Material

Copper/Aluminum

Fan Dimensions

92mm

Fan Connection

4-Pin PWM

Special Price

$24.95
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